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Cold spray is an advanced metal manufacturing technique applied across many

fields for a wide range of functions. Low heat input and compressive stresses

induced into the substrate by the cold spray process makes it a promising

choice for protective corrosion resistant coatings. One potential application for

cold spray is as a protective coating against corrosion for spent nuclear fuel

(SNF) interim dry storage canisters. As these canisters are currently stored at

interim storage locations longer than originally intended, chloride induced

stress corrosion cracking has been identified as a high priority knowledge

gap, specifically with respect to prolonging or extending canister lifetimes

(Teague et al., 2019). The high deployability of cold spray, for which nozzles

have been developed for application in constrained spaces, in conjunction with

beneficial properties inherent to cold spray makes this a good candidate for a

corrosion protection coating on SNF canisters. This work explores a pathway to

rapidly down-select cold spray coatings for canisters by focusing on the

corrosion properties. Specifically, this study examines the corrosion

protection abilities of nickel and nickel-based alloy cold spray coatings on

304 L stainless steel in chloride rich environments through electrochemical

scans and ferric chloride pitting tests (ASTM G48 Method A). It was shown that

the porosity of the coating, the processing gas, material selection, and

deformation in the substrate all impact the corrosion behavior of cold spray

coatings and are areas where optimization could reduce potential materials

degradation, enabling enhanced coatings development.
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Introduction

Cold spray is an advanced manufacturing technique, operating at lower temperatures

than other additive manufacturing (AM) and thermal spray techniques, that adheres

powder metal (or composite) particles to a substrate, and each other, via plastic

deformation (Smith et al., 2016; Champagne et al., 2018; Yin et al., 2018). This is

distinct from other advanced manufacturing techniques that melt the particles during

processing. The lower heat input can prevent temperature-dependent crystalline
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transformations, (Champagne and Helfritch, 2014a) and help

prevent oxidation and vaporization (Papyrin, 2001). Cold spray

can induce compressive residual stresses in the substrate (Luzin

et al., 2020), thought to be beneficial for resistance to corrosion

and subsequent stress corrosion cracking (SCC) (Toribio, 1998).

The ability to use multiple types of powder at once as well as

blend powders opens possibilities to functionally grade coatings

and introduce filler or hardening particles (Sova et al., 2013). It

also has the ability to be deployed to the field (Nardi, 2019).

Applications for cold spray include medical devices (Lee et al.,

2013; Al-Mangour et al., 2014; Vilardell et al., 2015; Dosta et al.,

2018), aircraft (Champagne, 2008; Leyman and Champagne,

2009; Soboń, 2018; Yin et al., 2018), automobiles (Soboń,

2018; Yin et al., 2018), and nuclear power (Sohag et al., 2017;

Ševeček et al., 2018; Umretiya et al., 2020; Yeom et al., 2020;

Yeom and Sridharan, 2021). In some cases, cold spray has been

explored as a technique for fabricating light weight components

(Singh et al., 2021), for structural repairs (Champagne and

Helfritch, 2014b; Widener et al., 2018), and in others as a

coating for temperature protection (Karthikeyan, 2005; Singh

et al., 2012), and a barrier between the substrate and environment

for erosion and corrosion prevention and repair (Bala et al., 2013;

Hassani-Gangaraj et al., 2015; Widener et al., 2015; Jiang et al.,

2020; Kumar et al., 2020). Currently, there is a lack in studies

within the literature on the corrosion behavior of these coatings.

This work was focused on cold spray as a corrosion

prevention or mitigation technique for spent nuclear fuel

(SNF) canisters. SNF is often placed in canisters made from

304 or 316 stainless steel for dry storage. In interim storage, the

canisters are placed in overpacks where ambient air circulates

through vents in the overpack to passively cool the canisters.

These canisters are located at interim storage facilities across the

U.S., with many located in near-marine environments. As these

canisters cool, chloride salts are deposited with dust onto the

canister surface from the circulating air and, over time, the

surface temperature of the canister will reach a temperature

where the surface relative humidity (RH) can become greater

than the deliquescent RH. This will cause the salts to deliquesce

and form liquid brines, increasing the risk for corrosion. The

presence of corrosion on these stainless steel canisters poses the

possibility of stress corrosion cracking, acting as likely sites for

crack initiation. As such, there exists a need to develop potential

corrosion mitigation and repair strategies for SNF canister. The

use of cold spray as a corrosion mitigation and repair technique

for SNF canisters is attractive both for its deployability and the

compressive stresses it induces. This technique may feasibly

extend the canister lifetime, thus aiding in the expansion of

the carbon-free nuclear power industry.

However, there are several known properties of cold spray

that may need further consideration prior to implementation as a

coating, particularly as a corrosion barrier such as in the case of

SNF canisters. Galvanic coupling effects between the selected

cold spray material and the substrate should not be ignored, nor

the galvanic coupling between any filler particles and the primary

coating constituents although this has largely not been explored

TABLE 2 Process parameters and equipment used for cold spray coatings.

Cold spray
material

Process gas Cold spray
system

Gas pressure
(MPa)

Gas temperature
(°C)

Powder feed
setting (RPM)

Average per
layer thickness
(mm)

CP Nickel Nitrogen Plasma Giken 4 900 1 0.178

CP Nickel Helium CGT 4000 3 445 1 0.178

Inconel 625 Nitrogen Plasma Giken 4 950 1.25 0.152

Inconel 625 Helium Plasma Giken 3 850 1.25 0.165

Super C Nitrogen Plasma Giken 4 950 1.25 0.114

Super C Helium Plasma Giken 3 850 1 0.076

TABLE 1 Compositions of cold spray powders as compared to the
substrate in weight percent.

Inconel 625–2 Super C Nickel 304 L substrate

C 0.02% 0.02% ≤0.01% 0.003%

Co 0.09% 0.2% — —

Cr 21.47% 23.2% — 18.19%

Cu — — — 0.36%

N — — — 0.07%

Ni Balance Balance >99.9% 8.05%

Mo 9.06% 17.7% — 0.27%

Mn 0.04% 0.7% — 1.30%

P 0.0% 0.002% — 0.028%

S 0.0% 0.004% ≤0.001 0.001%

Si 0.07% 0.5% — 0.34%

Fe 4.62% 0.6% ≤0.14% Balance

Al 0.04% — — —

B 0.001% 0.003% — —

Nb 3.65% — — —

O 0.024% — ≤0.4% —

V — 0.30% — —

W — 0.26% — —
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in literature and not for nickel or nickel-based alloys on

stainless steel. Porosity in AM metals is known to aid

corrosion initiation (Bala et al., 2013; Hassani-Gangaraj

et al., 2015; Schaller et al., 2017) and cold spray is known to

have porosity, which can fluctuate with material selection and

processing parameters (Bala et al., 2013; Hassani-Gangaraj

et al., 2015; Champagne et al., 2018). This may lead to

exacerbated corrosion combined with the galvanic coupling.

If the porosity is interconnected, it could render a coating

ineffectual. The intersplat region (i.e., the region between

deformed particles) is specifically of concern as it has been

shown to be more susceptible to corrosion and is connected to

pores (Qu et al., 2022). Moreover, a continuous pathway from

the exposed surface, through the cold spray and to the substrate,

could form along intersplat boundaries, analogous to

intergranular corrosion. The kinetic energy involved with the

particle impact can create a nanocrystalline structure on the

edges of the particles (Rokni et al., 2017). This impact also has

the possibility to influence the underlying substrate

microstructure, creating regions of high deformation,

twinning, or microstructural phase changes, i.e., strain-

induced martensite in an austenitic substrate (Yeom et al.,

2020). These changes could negatively impact the local

corrosion resistance, in the case of austenitic stainless steel,

strain-induced martensite would be more susceptible than the

neighboring austenite matrix. Similar to other AM processes,

residual stress is a concern (Sample et al., 2020). For AM

processes like laser-based powder bed fusion, residual stress

inherent from the process has been shown sufficient to induce

SCC in aggressive corrosion conditions (Karasz et al., 2021).

Even though cold spray induces compressive residual stress in

the substrate directly beneath, it is unknown how compensation

of this induced stress at coating edges may affect the

distribution of residual stress and subsequent corrosion.

This work applies accelerated testing in aggressive conditions

to begin developing a process for evaluating cold spray coatings

as a corrosion prevention mechanism for 304 L stainless steel.

The goal of this work is to help enable the optimization of cold

spray specific parameters such as carrier gas, material, and edge

type. Coating materials were chosen for historically pairing well

with 304 stainless steel as it relates to galvanic coupling (ToolBox,

2009). Additionally, materials were chosen for their large body of

research as a cold spray material and their spray parameters

having already largely been optimized as a coating on stainless

steel (Jiang et al., 2020).

Accelerated standardized testing for sweater

environments were selected to explore and characterize

corrosion properties of cold spray patches. Electrochemical

potentiodynamic scans in 0.6 M sodium chloride solution are

performed to evaluate the cold spray and substrate materials.

Full immersion testing in ferric chloride, following ASTM

G48 Method A, is also employed to evaluate the pitting

susceptibility of the exposed interface between the base and

cold spray materials which is often neglected in the existing

research. Pre exposure metallography was carried out to

evaluate porosity and surface roughness. Post exposure

characterization was conducted to examine microstructure

and hardness. The correlations to corrosion behavior under

accelerated tests were subsequently explored. Implications for

optimization of cold spray patches are discussed.

Materials and methods

Materials

Wrought 304 L was used as a substrate material. The

powders deposited were either Inconel 625–2, Super C, or

commercially pure nickel. The alloys are generally considered

to have good corrosion resistance (Huang et al., 2007). Nickel

FIGURE 1
Cold spray samples with tapered and masked edges.

FIGURE 2
Cold spray sample indicating the regions for electrochemical
scans. Sample shown has tapered edge.
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serves as a comparative for corrosion purposes but is also

much softer and easier to cold spray compared to the alloys.

These materials have also historically been considered a low

galvanic corrosion risk when paired with stainless steel

(ToolBox, 2009). The compositions of the cold spray

powders used are given in Table 1. Nickel, being the softest

powder material in this study, is expected to deform easier and

thus result in less porosity compared to the Inconel and Super

C. The increased molybdenum content in Super C compared

to the Inconel provides higher work hardenability and

resistance to deformation (Eiselstein and Tillack, 1991;

Huang et al., 2007).

Cold spray coatings presented in this work were fabricated

using parameters and equipment described in Table 2. Cold spray

parameters were chosen based on previous optimizations (Jiang

et al., 2020; Ross et al., 2021). Both nitrogen and helium carrier

gasses were employed for comparison. Helium carrier gas may

enable increased particle velocity due to the higher critical

velocity of helium compared to nitrogen. This could result in

increased plastic deformation and reduced porosity and surface

roughness.

Two patch edge types were examined: tapered and masked.

As seen in Figure 1 the tapered edge, the cold spray layer tapers

down from the full thickness of the cold spray to the base material

while the masked edge drops off sharply. Samples of both

interface type, tapered and masked, were tested for all

material and gas combinations with the exception of Inconel-

helium and Super C-nitrogen which only tapered interface

samples were available.

The coating surface roughness was measured using a

Keyence VR-5200. The porosity was evaluated using ASTM

E2109-01 (ASTM, 2021). Cross sections of the samples were

polished, and three images were collected with the Keyence VR-

5200. The images were processed with ImageJ to calculate the

porosity (Schneider et al., 2012).

Electrochemical testing

Samples were tested in the as-sprayed and ground

conditions. The substrate material was also tested for

comparison purposes. Ground samples were ground with

silicon carbide paper to 1,200 grit finish, rinsed with

deionized water and dried with nitrogen. An o-ring was

fixed to the sample surface using DevCon 5-min epoxy

leaving a test area ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 cm2. Each

surface condition was examined a minimum of three times

per sample. The approximate locations of each polarization

FIGURE 3
Cold spray sample with tapered interface, coated on sides
with epoxy, being held by clamp.

FIGURE 4
(A) Surface roughness and (B) porosity values for cold spray samples.
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scan on the cold spray are shown in Figure 2. This o-ring was

then epoxied onto a flat cell and secured with a clamp. The flat

cell was filled with ~200 ml of aqueous 0.6 M NaCl solution. A

counter electrode of platinum mesh and an Ag/AgCl reference

electrode were used. On a Biologic SP-300 potentiostat, the

samples underwent a potentiodynamic scan from -0.2 vs. OCP

to 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 0.167 mV/s following an hour hold at

open circuit potential (OCP). A cut-off current of 100 μA was

employed during the potentiodynamic scan. Post-test the

exposed area was measured optically on a Keyence VHX-

7000 Digital Microscope and the current density normalized

by this area.

Ferric chloride immersion testing

Full immersion pitting tests were performed in accordance

with ASTM G48 method A (ASTM, 2015). The sides and bottom

of the cold spray samples were coated in epoxy, seen in Figure 3,

and optically imaged pre-exposure on a Keyence VHX-7000.

Samples were submerged in 6% by mass ferric chloride solution

at 22°C for 72 h. At the conclusion of the test, samples were rinsed

with deionized water and dried with nitrogen gas. Samples were

again optically imaged on a Keyence VHX-7000. Images of the

exposed surface were taken on a Zeiss Gemini 500 Field Emission

Scanning Electron Microscope. The samples were then cross-

sectioned and polished to a mirror finish and imaged with a

Keyence VHX-7000. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was

performed on a selection of the cross-sections on a Zeiss Gemini

Supra VP55. Diffraction patterns in the cold spray were

unobtainable at the resolution used due to the substantial

deformation of the cold spray particles. As a result, EBSD

focuses on the substrate immediately under the patch edge as

well as a region under the full coating thickness, far from the edge

and therefore far from any potential corrosion damage.

Results

Surface roughness values, graphed in Figure 4A, were similar,

and in general much higher, for all of the nitrogen processed

samples. The helium produced much smoother surfaces,

particularly in the case of the nickel.

The processing gas selection also influenced the porosity.

Helium has been reported to affect the porosity of cold spray

coatings (MacDonald et al., 2018). For the materials in this work,

the porosity was generally lowered by the use of helium, as seen in

Figure 4B. Differences in porosity for Super C are less substantial,

but Inconel and nickel show drastic reductions in porosity for the

FIGURE 5
(A) Open circuit potential hold and (B) potentiodynamic scan for as-sprayed condition cold spray samples and (C) potentiodynamic scans for
samples polished to 1,200 grit. All scans were conducted in 0.6 M NaCl.

FIGURE 6
Optical microscopy of nickel-nitrogen tapered sample
before and after ferric chloride exposure. Scale bars are 10 mm.
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helium processed condition compared to the nitrogen processed

conditions. This may be due to the increased kinetic energy of

particles as helium has a higher critical velocity compared to

nitrogen, potentially leading to increased particle deformation

and reduced porosity.

Representative open circuit potentials and electrochemical

scans from samples in the as-sprayed condition are presented in

Figure 5A & Figure 5B. A representative scan from the wrought

304 L substrate is also included for comparison. Given the

similarities in surface roughness, the current density has not

been corrected for surface roughness. The materials all exhibit

metastable pitting, brief increases in current density. Notably the

nickel undergoes breakdown at a low potential (between 0.2 and

0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl). The scan did not continue to high enough

voltages to see the breakdown potentials of the other samples.

Comparing the curves for cold spray processed with helium

and nitrogen, there are a couple of distinct differences. Inconel

and Super C samples processed with helium show less metastable

pitting than the nitrogen processed condition. The Inconel and

Super C samples also show lower passive current densities for the

FIGURE 7
SEM of cold spray samples interface region post ferric chloride exposure. Images are oriented with cold spray at the top, substrate on the
bottom. Scale bars are 500 μm.
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helium processed condition. The nickel samples do not exhibit

the same trends.

Figure 5C shows electrochemical scans for each sample type

in the polished condition. Polishing reduced instances of

metastable pitting for all sample types. The early breakdown

of the nickel samples persists for the polished conditions. The

change in OCP for all samples related to polishing is expected due

to mechanical removal of the native oxide.

Post-exposure corrosion damage from the ferric chloride

test is readily seen in top-down optical images of the nickel

cold spray samples, Figure 6, but is difficult to discern for the

Super C and Inconel tapered edge samples. The nickel samples

processed with nitrogen for both edge conditions show

substantial damage in the cold spray region. Similar

damage is not observed in the helium processed samples.

However, for all nickel cold spray samples, regardless of

processing gas or edge type, significant damage can be seen

at the junction between the cold spray and substrate. Higher

magnification SEM images in Figure 7 show that the tapered

nickel samples, both nitrogen and helium processed, sustained

more pitting at the interface than any other sample and this

pitting appears to extend underneath the cold spray layer.

Masked samples of all types showed evidence of corrosion

attack along the interface with some large pits; these pits are

often stood off from the crevice mouth by a noticeable

distance (400 μm–2 mm).

The Super C and Inconel tapered samples display evidence of

crevice formation, but the surface roughness associated with the

more diffuse edge makes it difficult to get a true sense of the

attack in the region from top-down imaging. For Super C and

Inconel samples, any damage in the cold spray region was also

obscured by the roughness of the coating.

When viewed in cross-section, corrosion damage becomes

apparent, as seen in Figure 7. The width and length of the

damage that forms underneath the cold spray varies from

sample to sample. The cross sections represent only one

location in the sample and therefore cannot convey a

comprehensive story, but some important information can

be obtained. For all samples a noticeable amount of damage

can be seen between the cold spray and substrate layers. While

this is exacerbated by the aggressive ferric chloride, the

damage observed indicates locations where enhanced

corrosion may occur in sea salt dominated environments

on a cold spray patch. Notably the Inconel processed with

nitrogen and the Super C processed with nitrogen appear to

have sustained damage both within the cold spray and the

substrate along the cross-sectioned interface. The Inconel

processed with helium and nickel processed with nitrogen,

on the other hand, seem to have contained the corrosion

damage to the substrate layer.

EBSD and phase contrast images were taken on the cross-

section of the cold spray samples were taken at the patch edge

and far from the edge (away from the corroded region). The

Inconel-nitrogen masked sample is shown in Figure 8 and

Figure 9. Deformation appears beneath the cold spray and is

contained to the top ~20 μm of the substrate material.

Additionally, because the substrate material is 304 L

stainless steel, the phases detected in the EBSD are

examined for evidence of increased deformation-induced

martensite, which is body-centered cubic (BCC), at the

interface. At the scale and resolution examined, no

increased presence of BCC phase was found at the surface

of the substrate beneath the cold spray seen in Figure 10. No

notable differences in BCC phase concentration or

deformation layer thickness were found for the other

samples examined.

The corrosion damage at the patch edge, seen in Figure 11 for

the Inconel-nitrogen masked sample, extends well below the

layer of deformation visible in the EBSD far from the patch edge.

This trend was observed across all the samples examined.

Additionally, for all samples this attack narrows as it

penetrates further underneath the cold spray (to the right of

the patch edge) and may indicate that the progression of

corrosion attack is associated initially with this deformation

layer.

FIGURE 8
Optical images of Inconel sample cross sections near patch
edge after ferric chloride testing. Scale bars are 1 mm.
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Discussion

In this study, the corrosion behavior of three different cold

spray coatings on wrought 304 L stainless steel was examined.

Samples showed variations in corrosion behavior influenced by

several variables. These variations being made apparent by the

test methodology lends credence to the ability to rapidly down

select materials for the purposes of corrosion protection with an

emphasis on a patch application scenario. These tests also

allowed insight into the factors influencing corrosion behavior

of cold sprayed coatings. The nature of the corrosion damage also

highlights the need for techniques that can evaluate the

effectiveness of the coating in the field after deployment (Ross

et al., 2021; Xia et al., 2022).

The most intuitive variable to influence corrosion behavior is

material selection. The impact on the behavior can be seen in the

electrochemical scans of the material as well as the ferric chloride

exposures. The electrochemical scans indicated, through the

lower breakdown potential, that overall the nickel cold spray

coatings were likely to have the lowest resistance to pitting. This

held true for the ferric chloride exposures with the nickel samples

exhibiting the most damage within the cold spray for any of the

samples and having extensive pitting damage right at the

juncture between cold spray and substrate.

Increased surface roughness and porosity
decrease corrosion resistance

The surface roughness contributed to the metastable pitting

observed in the polarization scans in Figure 5B. That is, for the

polished condition shown in Figure 5C much less metastable

pitting is observed. Tortuous surfaces such as those that result

from cold spray and AM are known to create occluded sites that

increase corrosion susceptibility (Otero et al., 1998; Schaller et al.,

2018). Similarly, pores can serve as preferential sites for corrosion

(Rosenfeld and Marshakov, 1964; Betts and Boulton, 2013). This

has been observed particularly for AMmetals where porosity is a

common processing defect. In cold spray, as pores form in

intersplat regions where full density was not achieved, they

are often irregular in shape with sharp features, and are much

more analogous to their AM counterparts of lack of fusion pores

rather than gas porosity. These sharp featured pores are likely

what give rise to the enhanced pitting attack in the as-sprayed

cold spray materials (Schaller et al., 2017). The passive current

FIGURE 9
Optical images of nickel-nitrogen sample cross sections near
patch edge after ferric chloride testing. Scale bars are 1 mm.

FIGURE 10
(A) Electron backscatter diffraction (IPF X) and (B) phase contrast (red is body centered cubic, blue is face centered cubic) of the Inconel-
nitrogen masked sample. Only the substrate material is really visible in these images.
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densities in the polished polarization scans, Figure 5C, evidence

the impact of the porosity. For the nickel and Inconel samples,

the helium produces more dense coatings (Figure 4B). The

helium processed nickel and Inconel exhibit lower passive

current densities than their nitrogen processed counter parts.

Interestingly, the Super C samples do not strictly follow this same

trend. Helium processed Super C did not produce a substantially

lower porosity sample, instead the nitrogen and helium

processed samples have very similar porosities. This could be

due to the molybdenum content in the Super C which increases

work hardenability. In the polished case, the helium processed

condition still leads to a lower passive current density, but in the

as-sprayed condition the two have very similar current densities,

with nitrogen exhibiting more metastable pitting. The minimal

differences in surface roughness and porosity between the

nitrogen and helium processed Super C samples do not

account for the differences in metastable pitting, in the as-

printed case, nor the difference in passive current density in

the polished condition. Similarly, in the as-sprayed condition the

nickel samples processed with helium has more instances of

metastable pitting compared to the nitrogen processed samples

despite the lower porosity and lower surface roughness of the

helium processed condition. These differences in corrosion

behavior may be caused by variables such as microstructure

or oxides formed during the spraying process. A study focused on

the impacts of the spray parameters on these variables would lend

more insight but was beyond the scope of this research.

Effects from the porosity are also visible in the ferric chloride

testing. The porosity of the cold spray coating impacts the

location of the damage in cross-section, seen in Figure 8 and

Figure 9. More porous coatings, >5% porosity such as the Super

C-nitrogen and Inconel-nitrogen samples, experienced corrosion

attack extending into both the cold spray and the substrate

materials along the entire length of the damage. For the

coatings with lower porosity, below ~ 4% such as the Inconel-

helium sample, the corrosion damage appears to be primarily

restricted to the substrate material. This is likely a meaningful

trend, but caution should be exercised; these cross-sections only

represent attack along one intersection across the cold spray,

substrate interface.

Cold spray materials selection influences
corrosion and subsequent interface attack

The Inconel and Super C alloys were chosen for their

traditionally low galvanic corrosion risk when paired with

304 stainless steels, but this galvanic couple has not been

examined for cold sprayed materials. The commercially pure

nickel spray, chosen for comparison purposes, did behave more

poorly in the ferric chloride when examining the cold spray

region. Additionally, the nickel samples sustained a lot more

pitting at the edge of the cold spray patch and in the substrate

near the edge of the patch, observed in Figure 12 and Figure 7.

The Inconel and Super C samples did not experience as severe of

attack in the cold spray region as the nickel. In fact, none was

visible in the optical images in Figure 12 and even in the Figure 7

SEM images, corrosion damage was not readily apparent in the

FIGURE 11
(A) Scanning electron microscopy (B) band contrast, (C) electron backscatter diffraction, and (D) phase contrast of the ferric chloride exposed
Inconel- nitrogen masked sample at the patch edge. EBSD is IPF X. In the phase diagram, body centered cubic is red and face centered cubic is blue.
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FIGURE 12
Optical microscopy of post ferric chloride exposure cold spray samples. Images are oriented such that the cold spray is on the top half of the
image and the 304 L substrate is on the lower half. Scale bars are 10 mm.
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cold spray region of the Inconel or Super C. The SEM images at

the interface reveal that the damage occurring at the juncture

between cold spray and substrate for the Inconel and Super C

samples is less severe than those of nickel samples.

Edge type influences corrosion attack

The edge type of the samples changed the appearance of the

corrosion attack. Masked samples, in the top-down view, show

wider mouth crevices at the interface compared to the tapered

samples. For the Inconel and Super C tapered samples, the

corrosion morphology is not as readily apparent, instead

forming small pits amongst the diffuse cold spray edge and

thin, dark regions indicating crevices are seen in the SEM in

Figure 7. The nickel tapered samples experienced large amounts

of overlapping pitting, while crevice formation predominates in

the top-down view of the masked samples.

Discrete cold spray particles on the substrate, such as those

that are present in the diffuse edge of the tapered sample, would

provide sites vulnerable to local galvanic attack. The geometry of

the patch edge could also change the throwing power of the

galvanic couple. Modeling results from Turner and Gutierrez

showed that a coplanar galvanic couple resulted in a lower

corrosion rates than a step-like geometry similar to the

masked edge geometry in this study (Turner and Gutierrez-

Miravete, 2013). Using finite element modeling, Marshall et al.

reported that a stainless steel and aluminum alloy galvanic couple

in immersion conditions could exert substantial galvanic effects

up to two inches from the interface between metals (Marshall

et al., 2020). This provides one explanation for how pits formed

up to several millimeters from the patch edge in the case of the

masked samples.

Deformation layer potentially leads to
enhanced corrosion at edges

Despite the substantial corrosion observed in the nickel

samples compared to the other samples in Figure 12,

particularly in the cold spray region, the corrosion damage is

not significantly more severe in cross-section, Figure 9. Galvanic

coupling does not explain the extent of the corrosion between the

layers, especially in the highly aggressive ferric chloride solution.

The EBSD results in Figure 10 and Figure 11 indicate a thin layer

of deformation, ~20 μm, in the substrate underneath the cold

spray coating, likely due to the large kinetic force with which the

metal particles impact the substrate. No substantial differences in

this deformation layer were observed between sample types,

therefore it cannot be the factor influencing the variations in

corrosion attack observed in cross section. This deformation

could, however, be contributing to the propagation of corrosion

between the cold spray and substrate materials which was

observed for all samples tested. 304 stainless steel with a

higher dislocation content, like that from deformation, will

corrode more easily (Deng et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). No

concentration of martensite is seen in the substrate near the

interface with the cold spray although diffraction patterns were

not able to be obtained from the top ~5 μmof the substrate due to

the extent of the deformation. The corrosion is not confined to

the deformation layer; the corrosion damage extends beyond the

deformation layer visible in the EBSD. The thinner front of

corrosion damage underneath the cold spray indicates that the

horizontal penetration of the corrosion may, however, be aided

by the presence of the deformation. The higher likelihood of

metastable pitting for the tortuous as-sprayed surface observed in

the electrochemical scans, suggests that it may also be

contributing to the development of the interfacial attack.

Removing the surface roughness at that interface, particularly

in the case of the tapered edge sample, could reduce the

likelihood of initiating corrosion between the cold spray and

substrate materials.

Conclusion

The work presented in this manuscript aims to help begin

filling in a gap in the published literature- the corrosion behavior

of metal cold spray coatings. Accelerated corrosion testing, both

an electrochemical test and a ferric chloride pitting test, was

employed to examine the materials degradation behavior of cold

sprayed nickel and nickel-based alloys both separate and in

conjunction with a substrate material of 304 L wrought

stainless steel. The electrochemical behavior of the cold spray

material in 0.6 M NaCl was examined in as-sprayed and ground

conditions and compared to the behavior of the substrate. A

ferric chloride pitting test was utilized to explore pitting

susceptibility at the cold spray edge. The following

conclusions can be drawn from these accelerated corrosion tests:

• Helium processing gas reduces porosity and surface

roughness as compared to nitrogen.

• Reducing surface roughness through polishing decreases

occurrences of metastable pitting in the electrochemical

testing.

• Whether damage between the cold spray patch and

substrate will extend into the cold spray layer or remain

within the substrate is heavily influenced by the porosity of

the cold spray.

• Choosing materials historically considered a low galvanic

corrosion risk when paired with stainless steels did not

eliminate corrosion in the ferric chloride pitting test.

• Although electrochemical characterization of the cold

spray coating can provide some indication of the

galvanic coupling behavior, it does not fully represent

the behavior that will occur at the susceptible patch edge.
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• The interface type can influence where the damage occurs

(right at or further from the interface).

• Deformation occurring in the substrate beneath the cold

spray coating is contributing too, but not the sole

influencing factor of, the corrosion occurring between

the cold spray and substrate materials.
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